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Tales o’ the Back Buss – out bye herds

BACKHILL of Bush in the Dungeon of the Buchan between the precipitous Rhinns of Kells and
the craggy Dungeon and Merrick hills  is  one of  the remotest  hill  shelters in all  of  southern
Scotland.

For Many years this lonely outpost was home to hardy Galloway shepherding families. These out bye
herds were a hardy race that lived,  worked and played amongst the backdrop of some of the most
isolated farmland in all Galloway.

It took a hardy and self-reliant kind of folk to live and work in such a spot. Often the herd’s wife never
saw another woman for months on end and the children all had to go outside for their schooling. The
herd worked a busy round of annual tasks lambing, clipping, peat and hay cutting, etc. The nearest shop
was many miles away over the hills and this meant their supplies were hauled in bulk by the farm pony.
In winter help could not be relied upon in event of a snowstorm and the shepherds could spend many
weeks cut off from the outside. 

When the shepherds eventually left Backhill of Bush (called fondly the Back Buss by the herds) in the
late 1940’s the place became an open refuge for all who traversed this remote region of Wild Galloway.
Many a gangrel or benighted wayfarer was glad of this lonely biggin among the hills and maybe even a
few lives were saved by its very existence.

By the mid 1960’s the bothy was beginning to show signs of disrepair and it was at Backhill that the
original idea of forming a club to help renovate and maintain these old and indispensable buildings was
firstly discussed. The Mountain Bothies Association was the outcome of this and that organisation now
looks after a network of nearly a hundred of these refuges in the hills.

Dave McFadzean, one time Mountain Bothies Association maintenance organiser for the bothy in the
1980’s and great-nephew of one of these old Backhill  herding families, has just completed a concise
anecdotal history of this interesting outpost since earliest times till present day. This wee book has 14
short chapters on different aspects of the Back Buss and documents and photographs going back as far
as World War Two.

There are chapters on farming life, wartime air crashes, silver scythe sand, winter storms, the Silver
Flowe and much more.  Bothy stalwart  and Mountain Bothies Association founding member Bernard
Heath wrote the forward to this highly informative and entertaining volume.

All proceeds from the book will  be split  equally between two very worthwhile mountain charities, the
Mountain Bothies Association and Galloway Mountain Rescue Team. The book will  be available on
subscription  priced  £6-95p  +  £1-50  Post  and  Packing  from  Dave  McFadzean,  16  Sawmill  Green,
Moniaive, Dumfrieshire, DG3 4HX, Tel; 01848 200410. Those wishing to subscribe to a copy should
send no money yet but send their contact details to Dave at the above address.

Captions to photographs: 

1. Getting ready to hit the long road again.
2. Just one of the examples of herd’s homes in remote parts. It was a lonely life altogether and even

more so for the womenfolk.

INSERT;   Proceeds from the book will be split between two worthy causes.


